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Rotary Heat Engine
The rotary heat engine is a system in which the 
external combustion type Wankel engine developed 
by our company is mounted on a Rankine cycle, a 
kind of heat engine. Positive displacement engines 
can operate at very low pressures, which makes them 
suitable for systems that recover low-temperature 
waste heat.

Rankine Cycle
The working fluid undergoes a phase change from a 
liquid phase to a gas phase and from a gas phase to a 
liquid phase due to heat input. This cycle is a thermal 
cycle using the pressure difference generated by the 
phase change.

* Converts to power using the pressure 
difference of the gas phase.
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Operating Principle of External Combustion Type Wankel Engine

External pressure turns the rotor of an external combustion Wankel engine, which produces torque. On the other hand, an internal combustion engine 
converts internal fuel explosion into torque, but it needs a compression process. For an external combustion engine, this compression process causes 
backpressure, which interferes with its rotation. Therefore, adapting two air supply/exhaust ports makes its loss smaller. And, the engine can achieve higher 
output than another type of engine with the same volume chamber(s) since there are always two pressurized chambers out of three. Besides, the Wankel
engine adopts an eccentric rotor shaft, by which the shaft turns three times at a single turn of the rotor, like the above figures.

RHE10kW System 10kW System Specifications
Input hot heat source               ： Rated 85℃, 
Flow rate 3.8 ℓ/s
Input cold heat source              ： Rated 25℃,
Flow 4.0 ℓ/s
Required pressure difference ： Rated 450kPa
End-of-generation power        ： Rated 12kW
Self-power consumption          ： 1.5kW
Working fluid                             ： HFO1233zd
Maximum pressure resistance： 1MPa
Thermal work efficiency          ： 5.5% engine 
alone (actual value)
* 8% of the entire system (target for FY2020)

Remarks
The selection of a suitable heat exchanger for 
the input heat source can lead to maximum 
performance.
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System Size
W1,800 D1,600 H1,750mm

Twin Engine Unit

RHE16kW System

The order of Twin 
Engine Unit begin in 
April 2018
* Size is the same as 
10kW.
* The flow rate of the 
input heat source is 1.6 
times that of the 10kW 
system.
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RE 10kW Unit Rating
Steam pressure               Intake ： 500kPa-abs

Exhaust ： 101kPa-abs
Power generation end               ： Rated 10kW
Working fluid                              ： Steam, 

compressed air
Maximum pressure resistance ： 1MPa
Thermal work efficiency            ： 5.5% engine alone

A RE steam power generation unit is installed in parallel with the 
pressure reduction circuit (ex: COS, TLV CO., LTD.) installed between the 
steam boiler and the process. During the decompression process, the 
units can generate electrical energy by steam.
* Endurance test is in progress. The test release is scheduled for September 
2019.
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RE Aerodynamic Unit RE Steam Power Generator Unit
When a rotary engine type expander receives steam or compressed air with 
pressure, the gas expands inside the engine. When the expansion begins, the 
gas changes the chamber and rotates the rotor due to the air pushing and 
moving the rotor. It is a device that generates electricity with the rotational 
power generated by the expansion of the gas.

Expander type

Axial turbines used in large-scale facilities such as thermal power plants 
and radial turbines used in small-scale facilities are famous expanders. 
The operation of these expanders using dynamic pressure at high speed 
exhibits extremely excellent characteristics. Screw turbines and scroll 
expanders are used in small equipment such as Rankine cycles. These 
expanders are vulnerable to high-humidity steam and must be operated 
with relatively high pressured and dry steam. Our engine is a positive 
displacement engine whose volume change by static pressure generates 
rotational power. Our engine has a feature that it can work at low 
pressure as a feature. The engine also can discharge high-humidity steam 
outside without any control during operation. Therefore, our engine can 
work without any problem even in the operating environment where 
other expanders are in failure mode. Power generation starts slightly with 
a pressure difference of only about 35kPa.
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Specific Installation Examples

Safety Circuit
In normal operation conditions, if the RE steam power generation unit is on 
with its red solenoid valve open and its blue solenoid valve closed, the unit 
generates power by the differential pressure during the pressure reduction 
process. In case of a failure, the red and blue solenoid valves are reversed 
by the control circuit to stop power generation. Since the solenoid valve on 
the bypass side opens, there is no effect on the process. In the event of a 
power failure, the solenoid valve opens and closes in the same way.

Bypass circuit

RE Power Generation 
Unit Drawing
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